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SERVICE  OUTLINE:

EBOOKS

Informative and educational long form writing perfect for gating in
lead generation campaigns.
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eBooks are here to stay. And they’re an ideal asset to use in any customer journey that
involves the expectation of substantial education on the part of the seller. For that
reason, eBooks have been widely adopted in B2B selling processes. They allow the
author to go into even more depth than in a white paper and — if formatted in a native
eBook format — they can be read conveniently and easily from an e-reader such as the
Amazon Kindle. Additionally, eBooks are ideal assets to gate in lead generation
campaigns. Requiring that prospective viewers provide their contact information can
help your marketing resources to gather a top of funnel list of prospects to include in
future marketing efforts.

Like the difference between 'articles' and 'blogs' it's hard to point to cut and dried
factors that differentiate the two. However, white papers are often more technical in
tone than eBooks. eBooks are often also written for a more general audience and
sometimes avail of dynamic resources to make them more visually attractive. Finally,
it's common for eBooks to be made available in eBook-native formats to aid in
distribution.

Be effectively used as gated assets in a lead
generation campaign
Be used to simultaneously speak to multiple
levels within an organization - or buyer personas
Use dynamic media, such as embedded audio or
video, in order to present themselves in a more
engaging manner to their readership
Directly generate revenue 

eBooks can:
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eBooks: Perfect Assets for Lead Generation Gating

eBook Benefits

What's The Difference Between an eBook And A White
Paper?


